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Garbage Understanding Words In Context
Patrick Mahomes mad a poor attempt at talking trash about Justin Herbert, and now he's saying the whole thing is being taken out of context.
Patrick Mahomes Says His Embarrassingly Bad Trash Talk About Justin Herbert Was ‘Taken Out Of Context’
WWF-Singapore’s new study Circularity in Retail - Tackling the Waste Problem, jointly produced with Lendlease, addresses these opportunities. The study looks at the waste management in typical mall ...
Circularity in Retail - Tackling the Waste Problem
Tim Donald, Executive Creative Director at integrated agency CreativeRace, gives his take on the buzzwords too often heard in the marketing and advertising sectors.
The ‘dirtiest words’ in the marketing industry
The Wood Recyclers Association (WRA) recently published guidance on how to handle and process all items of waste wood, the culmination of a four-year project. Two separate sets of ‘Waste Wood ...
WRA publishes Waste Wood Assessment Guidance
The shortcomings of natural language understanding can make or break your AI and neural machine learning strategy. Here's how to deal.
Natural language understanding tough for neural networks
In an interview with Taapsee Pannu, we asked if her personal judgements of the character ever interfere with her performance. Read on to know what she said.
EXCLUSIVE: Taapsee Pannu on Haseen Dillruba: Trash my performance, it’s okay but review a film in totality
Said toilet is attached to a laboratory, where the human waste is used to power a building. Methane created in this way also helps power a gas stove, a hot water boiler as well as a solid oxide fuel ...
Human waste turned into energy and cryptocurrency
The up to date coverage of the latest report Global Waste Management service Market provides a detailed synopsis as well as a consistent evaluation of accurate profits over the forecasted timespan ...
Waste Management service Market To Grow Extensively at Unstoppable Rate with Clean Harbors, Daiseki, Waste Management
Instead, they were made to walk to Babi Yar, a deep ravine approximately six miles from the city centre. As they got close to its lip, they were ordered to stop, strip, and remove their valuables.
To understand Babi Yar, understand the context
Those measures and more have been extended and improved over the past sixteen months, the government continues to deliver its Plan for Jobs which is supporting businesses, protecting jobs and ...
How the Government's Plan for Jobs can help
A new scientific paper outlines how a new(ish) program to assess the Global Burden of Animal Diseases will tackle this assessment in ways that are 'One Health thinking in action'. Two of the 20 ...
Global Burden of Animal Diseases: A novel approach to understanding and managing disease in livestock and aquaculture
Nyabola was inspired to help make it possible for Kiswahili-speaking communities to articulate and defend their digital rights.
How Kiswahili tech terms are pushing for digital rights in East Africa
If being racist while pretending to combat his superficial understanding of racism was a sport, Councilman Tommy Bryant would be headed to the 2021 Olympics.
White Alabama Councilman Urged to Resign After 'Do We Have a House N-Word Here?' Remark
I find for me, discovering the meaning of bible verses came to me accidentally, while reflecting on how my contact never tried to improve ...
Why understanding the bible is sometimes so difficult
In time for World Oceans Day, Nestlé PH launched the Isabuhay sa Bahay Challenge to empower its employees to take a more active role in helping care for the planet by accomplishing different tasks.
Nestlé PH ramps up solid waste management education for World Oceans Day
A few years ago, a Sydney scientist noticed a sulfur-crested cockatoo opening his trash bin. Not every resident would be thrilled, but ornithologist Richard Major was impressed ...
Bin there, done that: Cockatoos learn to lift trash lids
Convergence Partners, a private equity investor focused on the technology sector across sub-Saharan Africa, has secured its third Convergence ...
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